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Ye can discern the face of the sky; but can
ye not discern the signs of the times?
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BLACK HISTORY
F

Infact, Douglass
asserted, the
original
Constitution,
rightfully
understood, is an
anti-slavery
document.

or over two decades now,
colleges and universities
in America have celebrated
February as Black History
Month. As Dinesh D'Souza
has observed, "black intellectuals, educators and leaders"
have seized the month to
launch attacks on the Constitution:
Leading black scholars
such as John Hope Franklin
say the framers of the Constitution were racist because they
approved a document in which
a black person was regarded
as three-fifths of a human being. The Weekly Standard 26
(Feb. 3, 1997).
The three-fifths clause has
long been targeted as clear and
convincing evidence that the
original constitutional text was
"defective from the start."
Those were the words used by
former Supreme Court Justice,
Thurgood Marshall, in his
1987 bicentennial condemnation of the three-fifths rule as

an immoral and impolitic
"compromise" perpetuating
slavery. Marshall, "The Real
Meaning of the Constitutional
Bicentennial," Ebony 64, 66
(Sept. 1987).
Marshall's view of the
three-fifths clause did not
originate with him. He borrowed it from radical abolitionists of the 1850's, like
William Lloyd Garrison, who
denounced it for having established that "the descendants of
these three-fifths persons were
perpetually less than whole
people." McFeeley, Frederick
Douglass 206 (Norton: 1991 ).
This abolitionist view was
not one shared by all committed to the cause. Frederick
William Douglass, for one. A
former slave and outspoken
opponent of American slavery,
Douglass embraced the Constitution and its three-fifths
clause, claiming the clause to
be "a downright disability laid
upon the slaveholding States;

one which deprives those
States of two-fifths of their
natural basis of representation." 2 Life and Writings ofFrederickDouglass (P.
Foner, ed. 1950).
In fact, Douglass asserted,
the original Constitution,
rightfully understood, is an
anti-slavery document.
Formanyyears,Douglass's
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view prevailed in the black
conununity. As Black History month is conunemorated in February 1997, its
celebrants would do well to
reread Douglass and the
Constitution. For history,
and the constitutional text,
support Douglass, not
Thurgood Marshall.
TilE THREE-FIFTHS
CLAUSE
As Douglass so ably argued, the three-fifths rule in
Article I, Section 2 of the
Constitution proves just the
opposite of what Thurgood
Marshall and other modern
revisionists claim.
The purpose of the rule
was to determine the population of each state in order
to ascertain that state's representation in Congress.
Thus, it reads:
Representatives ... shall
be apporlioned among the
several states ... according
to their respective members, which shall be determined by adding to the
whole number of free persons ... three-fifths of all
other persons.
As D'Souza has observed, the slave-holding
South "wanted blacks to
count as whole persons in
order to increase its political power." On the other
hand, the anti-slavery
forces in the North "wanted
blacks to count for nothing
...,in order to preserve and
strengthen the anti -slavery
majority in Congress."
D'Souza, "Slavery and The
Founders," The Weekly
Standard, supra, at 26; See
J. Madison, Notes on Debates in the Federal Constitution 268-69, 274-75
(Norton Press: 1987).
It was evident, however,
that no union was possible
between the Northern and
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the Southern States if they
did not reach a compromise
on some formula for the
counting of slaves in ascertaining state representation
in the lower house of the
Congress. !d. at 278.
Therefore, the three-fifths
rule was offered as a middle
ground.
Delegate Jarr eo;: Wilson
of Pennsylvania rejected
the proposal as inconsistent
with the Southern States'
treatment of slaves as property. !d. at 275. Wilson's

Again, as Chief Justice observed, "leans to freeTaney would put it in Dred dom, not to slavery":
Scott:
A black man in a free
.. . [A slave was} re- State is worth just two-fifths
garded as {a} being... ofan more than a black man in a
inferior order, and alto- slave State, as a basis of
gether unfit to associate political power in the Conwith the white race, either stitution. Therefore, inin social or political rela- stead of encouraging
tions; and so far inferior, slavery, the Constitution
that [he} had no rights encourages freedom by givwhich the white man was ing an increase of "twobound to respect .... !d.
fifths" ofpolitical power to
In light of this, the slave- free over slave States.
holding South's campaign
Douglass's argument is
to count slaves as three- irrefutable. In addition, as
- - - - -- - - -- - + - -- - -- -- -- -1 Douglass also observed,
counting slaves as persons,
even though less than
whole ones, refuted any notion that the Constitution
conformed to the laws of
those states that treated
them as mere property.
In fact, Douglass challenged anyone who read the
Constitution to show him
any reference to the "African slave trade" or any
other term referring to slavery or slaves. Instead, as he
fellow delegate, Govurneur fifths of a person was le- contended, whenever the
Morris, was even more ada- gally hypocritical and po- Constitution addressed the
mant, declaring that he litically expedient. Those issue of slavery, it always
would never agree to any who opposed slavery, how- referred to those enslaved
constitutional term that de- ever, faced a dilemma. If in America as legal persons.
nied to slaves their "human they acceded to the slave- Nowhere is this more evinature." !d. at 275-76.
holders' demand, then they dent than in the limitation
Wilson and Morris were would strengthen the pro- on Congressional regularight to raise this point. The slavery representation in tion of the slave trade.
slavery system in the South Congress. If, on the other
depended upon a system of hand, slaves counted for
TilE SLAVE TRADE
laws that denied the legal nothing, then the Constitupersonhood of anyone en- tion would clearly imply
Article I, Section 9,
slaved. As Chief Justice that slaves were not per- Paragraph 1 was inserted
Roger B . Taney would sons.
into the constitutional text
The only other alterna- in order to preserve for
write 70 years later, a slave
"was bought and sold, and tive was to forego the effort twenty years the right of the
treated as an ordinary arti- to form a union of the thir- States to decide for themcle of merchandise and traf- teen original states. Madi- selves whether they would
fic, whenever a profit could son's Notes, supra, at continue the African slave
be made by it." Dred Scott 278-79. In order to form trade. Had the Constituv. Sandford,60U.S. (How.) the union, the Northern tion's drafters wished, they
delegations finally suc- could have treated the mat393, 407 (1857).
If the Southern States cumbed to the three-fifths ter as "foreign commerce."
were to be consistent, no formula. !d. at 282. This But they carefully chose
slave could possibly count compromise, however, as words that treated the issue
as a person for any purpose. Frederick Douglass later as one of immigration, not

As Douglass so ably argued, the
three-fifths rule in Article I,
Section 2 ofthe Constitution
proves just the opposite ofwhat
Thurgood Marshall and other
modern revisionists claim.
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commerce:
The migration or imvortation of such persons as
any of the States now existing shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited
by Congress prior to the
year one thousand eight
hundred and eight, but a tax
or duty may be imposed on
such importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each
fliXMlll· (Emphasis added.)
This language was carefully chosen. Two delegates, Govumeur Morris of
Pennsylvania and John
Dickinson of Delaware,
proposed that the text explicitly refer to the "importation of slaves." Both
proposals were rejected.
Madison, Notes, supra, at
525-26.
Having rejected the substitution of "slaves" for
"persons" caused a no small
stir over the question of the
propriety of imposing a
"tax or duty" on the importation of "persons." Both
Roger Sherman of Connecticut and James Madison of Virginia expressed
concern that a duty imposed
on the importation of a
slave would imply that the
slave was property, not humanity. !d. at 531-32.
George Mason of Virginia countered, pointing
out that the clause applied
equally to "the case of Convicts," the humanity of
whom was uncontested.
Govumeur Morris of Pennsylvania noted that the duty
applied even to the importation of "freemen" as indentured servants. !d. at 532.
Mason and Morris carried the day as the Convention voted, unanimously, to
impose the duty. Apparently, their fellow delegates
had been persuaded by Mason that "not to tax, will be
the equivalent to a bounty
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on the importation of
slaves." !d.
While some, like Roger
Sherman, complained that
the duty was too small to be
a "discouragement to the
importation," there is no
question that the clause was
written for the purpose of,
ensuring that, within
twenty years, American
participation in the international slave trade would
end. !d. at 503-08.

pear from the country ....
[T]his very provision, if
made to refer to the African
slave trade at all, makes the
Constitution anti-slavery
rather than for slavery, for
it says to the slave States,
the price you will have to
pay for coming into the
American Union is, that the
slave trade, which you
could carry on indefinitely
out of the Union, shall be
put an end to in twenty

Article IV, Section 2, Paragraph 1 of the Constitution.
This provision reads
simply: "The citizens of
each State shall be entitled
to the privileges and immunities of citizens in the several States." Only one
delegate opposed the adoption of this clause. As
James Madison recorded it
in his notes, General Charles Cotesworth Pinckney of
South Carolina, the most ardent supporter of slavery at
the Convention, "was not
satisfied with it. He seemed
to wish some provision
should be included in favor
of property in slaves."
Madison, Notes, supra, at
545,394.
Without discussion, the
Convention voted 9 to one,
with one delegation divided
to adopt the provision as
written. This business was
quickly dispatched because
the issue raised by Pinckyears if you come into the ney had previously been put
Union .... !d.
to rest by the Articles of
In addition, as Abraham Confederation. Article IV
Lincoln pointed out in his of that document read:
debates with Stephen
.. .[T]he free inhabitants
Douglas, almost every ofeach ofthese states, paumember of the Congres- pers, vagabonds, and fugisional delegation from the tives from justice excepted,
slaveholding states had shall be entitled to all privivoted, in 1820, to outlaw leges and immunities offree
the African slave trade as citizens in the several
"piracy," violation of states; and the people of
which was subject to the each state shall have free
death penalty. This action, ingress and regress to and
Lincoln claimed, demon- from any other state, and
strated that even the slave- shall enjoy all the priviholding states recognized leges of trade and comthe essential humanity of merce ... as the inhabitants
the negro slave.
thereof .. .
As Justice Benjamin
PRIVILEGES AND
Curtis wrote in his dissentIMMUNITIES
ing opinion in the Dred
Scott case, an attempt had
Even before 1820, how- been made to insert into this
ever, the slaveholding text the word "white" bestates had admitted that the tween "free" and "inhabiAfrican slave was a human tants." But this had failed
being, because they had by a vote of 8 states to 2,
agreed to the "privileges with one state divided.
and immunities clause" of

This goal was realized when
Congress, in 1808 - the date
fixed in the Constitution,
prohibited the importation of
slaves into the country. This
fact was not lost on Frederick
Douglass...
This goal was realized
when Congress, in 1808 the date fixed in the Constitution, prohibited the importation of slaves into the
country. This fact was not
lost on Frederick Douglass:
... [T}his part ofthe Constitution, so far as the slave
trade is concerned, became
a dead letter more than 50
years ago, and binds no
man's conscience for the
continuance of any slave
trade whatever ... 2
Douglass Life and Writings, supra.
Thus, Douglass concluded, the clause had
served its purpose, just as
the Constitution's framers
had hoped:
American statesmen, in
providing for the abolition
of the slave trade, thought
they were providing for the
abolition of slavery .... All
regarded slavery as an expiring and doomed system,
destined to speedily disap-
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Dred Scott v. Sandford, supra, at 60 U.S. (19 How) at
575-76.
This vote is of great historic significance. First, it
was taken in relation to a
document that explicitly affirmed each state's "sovereignty, freedom and
independence." With such
a strong endorsement of
"states rights," one would
expect to find in the Articles no compromise on any
issue that might threaten a
state's independent and
sovereign power to promote and to protect slavery.
Second, the proposed
amendment did not challenge the provision's obvious premise that a freed
slave was a legal person entitled to the privileges and
immunities of state citizenship. All it was designed to
do was to protect a slaveholding state from having
to recognize those privileges and immunities if
they had been conferred by
a sister state.
Third, the slaveholding
states lost. Under Article
IV of the Articles of Confederation, a slave set free
in Massachusetts, for example, had the legal right to
travel to South Carolina and
engage in trade and commerce in that state, notwithstanding the latter state's
laws endorsing slavery.
Under Article IV, Section 2, Paragraph 1, this
right of a freedman to travel
and to engage in business
was strengthened by a new
strong central government
with the power and authority to enforce it.
In exchange, the slaveholding states sought protection in the Constitution
to protect themselves from
runaway slaves. Even so,
they did not get that protection at the expense of the
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Constitution's consistent
treatment of slaves as persons.
THE FUGITIVE SLAVE
As Justice McLean
documented in his Dred
Scott dissent, no state was
bound to recognize the
slavery laws of another
state. Under the normal

that could easily apply as
well to indentured servants:
No person held to service or labor in one State,
under the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall,
in consequence of any law
or regulation therein, be
discharged from such service or labor, but shall be
delivered up on claim ofthe
party to whom such service

The true constitutional legacy is
that ofFrederick William
Douglass who found in its spare
text the seedbed offreedom

rules of comity, absent a
treaty or other arrangement,
a state could refuse to acknowledge the legitimacy
of slavery if a slave was
brought voluntarily on its
soil. Id., 60 U.S. (How) at
534-35.
But what of a slave who
had escaped from his master and not brought voluntarily upon another state's
soil? Two members of the
South Carolina delegation
insisted that "fugitive
slaves and servants" ought
"to be delivered up like
criminals." That proposal
was quickly rejected.
Madison, Notes, supra, at
545-46 . Undeterred, the
South Carolina delegation
came up with a specific proposal dealing with the runaway slave, but it did not
address the issue specifically. Rather, it treated the
slave once again as a person, this time in a category

or labor may be due.
This text, however, had
undergone a significant
change before final adoption. Towards the close of
the Convention, with the final text of the entire Constitution before it, the
paragraph began: "No person legally held to service
or labour in one state ... "
James Madison reported
the following change:
The word "legally" was
struck out, and "under the
laws thereof" inserted after
the word "State, " in compliance with the wish of
some who thought the term
legal equivocal, and favoring the idea that slavery
was legal in a moral view.
Madison, Notes, supra, at
648.
This alteration reflects
the extreme care that the
drafters took to ensure that
nothing in the constitutional text could possibly be

construed to affirm the legitimacy of slavery. Indeed, this particular change
confirmed that slavery existed only by the positive
law of a state, not by the
laws of nature and of nature's God.
This view dominated
American legal and political thought in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. As Justice John
McLean observed in dissent in Dred Scott, even
slaveholding states admitted that slavery contradicted the "law of nature
and the common law."
Dred Scott, supra, 60 U.S.
(19 How) at 534-36. Therefore, when a master brought
his slave onto the "free soil"
of a state that did not reco gnize slavery the slave was
set free by the law of the
land. See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Aves, 35 Mass.
(18Pick) 193 (1836).
The so-called "fugitive
slave" provision simply
treated the issue as one of
authority, not one of substance, and denied to the
state of refuge any power
over a matter that was not
rightfully within its jurisdiction.
CONCLUSION
The Constitution very
carefully left the jurisdiction of slavery to the States.
Its drafters did so because
they fervently believed that
slavery would come to a
natural end, abolished by
the States themselves.
Madison, Notes, supra, at
503-08. Thus, they did not
see any need for a uniform
national rule on the subject.
In retrospect, this forecast was mistaken. Still,
when the day arrived to impose a national rule prohibiting slavery, there was no
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need to subtract anything
from the original constitutional text for it had been
carefully drafted not to contain any language legitimating slavery.
It is bitter irony that, to-

day, many in the black community have been persuaded to the contrary.
That they have, places them
in the camp of Roger Taney,
the author of Dred Scott,
who, in the name of public

opinion and in disregard of
the constitutional text, denied their ancestors' humanity. Dred Scott, supra,
60U.S. (19How)at407-08.
The true constitutional
legacy, however, is that of

Frederick
William
Douglass who found in its
spare text the seedbed of
freedom. ~

Food Lion v. ABC
by Clifford W. Kelly*

I
But is the First
Amendment
really the issue
here? We think
not.

n what some press observers view as a stunning
dec ision,
a
Greensboro, North Carolina
jury on January 22nd
awarded Food Lion $5.5
million in damages for
ABC's Primetime Live report on the stores' food handling policies. More
significantly, the verdict
was not based on the content
of the story, but rather on the
investigative methods employed to gather information for the story. A
minority of commentators
felt the decision to be nothing more than a "slap on the
wrist." (See, e.g., Thomas
McArdle, "ABC's Food
Lyin,"' National Review,
Feb. 10, 1997, p. 42; and
Jonathan Yardley, "The
Food Lion Jurors' Reverberating Roar," The Washington Post, Jan. 27, 1997,
p. C2). A majority of wrist
wrenchers, however, agreed
with Jane Kirtley, executive
director of the Reporters'
Committee for Freedom of
the Press, who predicted
nothing less than "a chilling

effect on investigative journalists all over the country"
(in Howard Kurtz and Sue
Anne Pressley, "Jury Finds
Against ABC for $5 .5 Million, The Washington Post,
Jan. 23, 1997, p. Al).
But is the First Amendment really the issue here?
We think not. On much
closer examination, this
journalistic super-story
(i.e., a Story about stories)
isn't about press freedom at
all. It is, rather, all about
press ethics - two terms
admittedly not often found
in easy relation to one another. To prove the point,
let's take a brieflook first at
the apparent facts involved
in the case. Then we'll put
those facts under the magnifying glasses of full context
and original documentation.
What is found is something
even more bizarre, more
stupendous - and much
more troubling - than the
jury verdict itself.
BRIEF CHRONOLOGY
Our story begins on November 5, 1992, when
ABC's Primetime Live

*PhD, Bowling State University. Copyright@ Clifford

aired a segment alleging
that Food Lion supermarkets demonstrated an appalling lack of concern for
customer and cleanliness
while handling and labeling
foods. Armed with an array
of on-the-record eyewitness
sources, hidden cameras,
and "undercover agents"
(i .e., journalists using
phony credentials and referrals to become employed by
Food Lion), Primetime producers Susan Barnett and
Lynne Dale posed as food
handlers in order to expose
the store's ostensible hygienic high crimes and misdemeanors. According to
Genia Bellafante's description of those wrongdoings
in Time magazine ("Hide
and Go Sue," Jan. 13, 1997),
they included "repackaging
old chicken with cosmetically enhancing barbecue
sauce and falsifying expiration dates" (p. 81).
Food Lion then filed suit
against ABC for fraud and
trespass before the broadcast even took place, later
claiming that it cost the
company between $1.7 billion and $2.5 billion in lost
. Kelly
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sales and stock price dips.
The supermarket chain had
originally tried also to sue
for libel but, according to
Peter Johnson writing for
USA Today, the judge denied its request on "a technicality" ("Food Lion
Disputes
Facts
of
'PrimeTime' Report," Jan.
28, 1997, p. 3D). In aNationa/
Review piece,
Thomas McArdle describes
the devastation which followed the broadcast:
Customers fled Food
Lion in droves. Its stock, a
Wall street favorite, crumbled, and earnings reached
twenty-year lows. The
chain closed 84 stores in
1994 and laid off 3,500
workers. Expansion plans
to the West and North for
the North Carolina-based
chain were scotched. And
millions of consumers,
many poor, were deprived
of the chance to save hundreds of dollars a year on
their groceries (pp. 42-43).
On December 20, 1996,
the federal jury found for
Food Lion and, on December 31, granted them $1,402
in actual damages from
ABC, about $1,000 less
than they had sought. An
additional $2 was awarded
for trespass and breach of
employee loyalty "Jury Orders $1,402 Award to Food
Lion," The Washington
Post, Dec. 31, 1997,p. A7).
But these small potatoes
were to be soon forgotten in
the wake of the larger judgment, described by Washington-based
First
Amendment attorney Bruce
Sanford as "5.5 million
lashes, a case of whipping
the messenger, pure and
simple" (in Kurtz &
Pressley, p. Al).
Other members of the
press howled as loudly, according to William Powers,
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writing in the New Republic. Jane Kirtley, again,
called the verdict "abominable," and added that "the
press itself was naturally
appalled." A "bad ruling"
declared the editorialists of
the Fort Lauderdale SunSentinel. USA Today reported those same ominious
words earlier reported by
Kirtley: a "chilling effect"
would possibly fall upon

largely unaddressed. First,
did Food Lion really do all
these terrible things, such as
bleach old fish to appear
fresh? Second, were the
methods used by ABC's
producers legitimate? That
is, did they have the authority to employ them in the
first place? And third, just
who is it that is harmed in
this case: Food Lion, the
courts, ABC News, or oth-

The reader must first realize that
only about ten minutes of
videotape were used in the
telecast segment. These ten
minutes came from 45 hours of
hidden camera footage.
journalism for some time to
come ("Making Sausage,"
Jan. 20, 1997, 14).
ABC News President
Roane Arledge said the verdict was "ridiculous" and
again used the c-word, predicting that it had the potential to put the big "chill" on
investigative reporting and
to scare off future investigations (in Yardley, C2). In
fact, Arledge himself is
quoted elsewhere as confessing that "in light of this
decision we're going to
have to take a harder look at
how we do these things.
But we won't be deterred
from bona fide investigative journalism" (in Kurtz
& Pressley, Al).
THE REAL STORY
All of this high-mindedness notwithstanding, several questions remain

ers? To answer these important questions, we must
begin with a more careful
analysis of just what happened in the preparation of
Primetime Live's story.
The reader must first realize that only about ten
minutes of videotape were
used in the telecast segment. These ten minutes
came from 45 hours of hidden camera footage. The
issue is, how were these
particular ten minutes selected and framed for use in
the news piece? As we
often used to say in my journalism classes, "Content is
king, but context is everything!" Food Lion claims,
for example, that ABC
news cleverly manipulated
the footage, and even
staged events, in order to
portray the store as grossly
negligent and intent upon
deceiving the public. In

one particular instance,
Food Lion asserts that when
an employee talked about
cooking a batch of out-ofdate chicken, it deleted the
part where she is shown
telling her manager of the
problem, also editing out
his directive to throw the
chicken away.
On an even more serious
note, the hidden camera
footage outtakes show an
ABC employee selling a
piece of moldy kielbasa
sausage to two other ABC
employees, while the entire
fabrication is being shot by
the participants. The obvious intent: to fool the
viewer into believing that
this was common practice
by Food Lion.
In another instance, one
of the producers, Susan
Barnett, becomes very frustrated over not being able to
get a very good story .
When she sees, for example, a Myrtle Beach Food
Lion employee begin to
clean a meat slicer, she is
heard to say, "Oh damn,"
followed by a more lengthy
"Sh- ." She is even heard
on one tape to say to a fellow employee, "You're the
fanatic cleaner. I notice
every time you guys turn
around you're cleaning
something."
Finally, she actually
tries to goad an employee
into violating hygiene
standards in the following
exchange. "Damn" is her
response to a direct order to
throw away some old
chicken.
"Does this
chicken go back in the
cooker?" she asks her supervisor. "No," the supervisor answers firmly.
Barnett tries once again to
get her to put out the
chicken for resale: "So, you
want to leave it out?" The
supervisor clearly instructs,
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"Throw it out."
And on still another occasion, the footage shows
Barnett protesting a manager's decision to throw
some old cake away,
"What's wrong with that?"
And again she gets an unequivocal response: "Out of
date. Too far to reduce" (in
McArdle, p. 43).
The second producer,
Lynne Dale, appeared to be
equally frustrated, according to McArdle's report.
Working in a North Carolina Food Lion the following month, she is quoted as
saying, ''I'm really bad at
this job," after climbing
into an undercover van in
the store's parking lot.
"You're really bad at this
job?" one of them replies.
"I really don't know what
the f- I'm doing." One
technician then asks, "Did
you get anything?" Her answer is a long "Umm ... "
after which she turns off the
tape machine.
Much more ominously,
observes McArdle, is an exchange that occurred on
May 6, 1992. Dale has left
the store at 9:30 a.m., and
the video is blacked out.
But the audio can be clearly
heard: ''I'm gonna lose my
job," she anxiously tells one
of her cohorts. Just before
the tape cuts off, a technician is heard telling her,
"Throw that tape away ."
Food Lion claims that
what she threw out was
footage showing her removing a 10-inch wire from
a water heater to make it
impossible to clean the
store's meat department for
that particular day . The
plumber who inspected the
water heater in question testified bluntly: "I felt somebody removed it." Miss
Dale testified under oath
that she did no such thing
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(McArdle, pp. 43-44).
THE REAL ISSUES
Horrendous as all this
may sound, the more shocking news is that these practices may be commonplace
among members of the
American press. That is
certainly the view of re-

the use of sting operations
thereby become solutions
to such quandaries (see
chapter 1).
Three favorite techniques used too frequently
by the press include the following. First, there is
something called reconstruction, a technique used
by fiction writers to 'recre-

If one has to lie in order to get at
the truth, how can one be
expected to believe the liar's
truth?
spected journalist and educator Tom Goldstein of the
University of California at
Berkeley. In his widely
read book, The News at Any
Cost (1985), Goldstein presents convincing argument
and evidence that many
journalists will, as the title
clearly implies, do anything
to get the story. This really
shouldn't surprise us, since
we already know by observation and experience that
American culture is currently undergoing a rapid,
even catastrophic, decline
in ethical standards (See
Ravi Zacharias, Deliver Us
from Evil, 1996).
Thus, the reporter finds
himself in a series of ethical
quandaries, or acute moral
dilemmas, in which the reporter is forced to invent his
own standards- and methods - from situation to
situation. The ambushing
of interview sources, using
stolen documents, copying
the work of others, tape recording surreptitiously, and

ate' a sort of virtual reality
which they have not directly observed, in order to
convey a sense of the truth,
rather than a literal truth.
Second, outright fabrication occurs when, under the
pressures of deadline, competition, and/or hubris, the
journalist makes up an entire story that never took
place, and reports it as actual fact.
More to our present
point, a third technique is
called
masquerading,
wherein the reporter usually lies to obtain phony
credentials (or uniforms)
which in tum allows him or
her to gain entry into some
operation which the reporter suspects is guilty of
either illegal or illicit activity - or both. This is precisely what occurred in the
Food Lion case, as the ABC
producers sought to get the
'news at any cost,' and
thereby lied and even broke
the law to get their story.
But to restate our last

two questions, do journalists have, under the First
Amendment, the right or
authority to carry out such
ruses? And second, what
harm is done, as the press
would argue, if you are doing these things in order to
get at the truth of wrongdoing? The first question is
best addressed by Romans
13, verse 1: "Let every soul
be subject unto the higher
powers [or ruling government officials]. For there is
no power but of God: the
powers that be are ordained
of God" (King James
trans.). Thus are implicated
the necessary police powers
of the civil ruler, ordained
by God Himself, to ensure
the peace by punishing
wrongdoing.
But does the journalist
have the civil ruler's
authority? Clearly, the answer is a resounding "No!"
In fact, under the First
Amendment, the journalist
has no more (and no less)
right to publish the news
(and, hopefully, the truth)
than the ordinary citizen.
He does have an historic
Christian duty to report on
corruption in high places as
a servant of the public. But
nowhere in our Common
Law tradition does the reporter have the right to use
police powers and methods
to gain access to the ones
acting corruptly. To presume such terrible authority
'to govern' is at best preposterous, and at worst, disastrous, especially given
the moral neutrality which
appears to be the norm in
today' s journalism.
The second question
concerning harm reaches
even more deeply into the
heart of journalism, argues
Goldstein. For in the sustained presumption of
authority in the use of de-

m
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ception, journalism suffers
a tragic loss of l1J.Ql]!].
authority (see Goldstein,
chapter 7). The reasoning
is simple: if one has to lie in
order to get at the truth, how
can one be expected to believe the liar's truth? As the
writer of Proverbs tells it,
"Bread of deceit is sweet to
a man; but afterwards his
mouth shall be filled with
gravel" (20: 17).
So indeed do many of
our modern news reports
sound like so much gravel
in the mouths of uncertain,
undependable, unbelieveable messengers.
Ultimately, it is the
larger culture which suffers
the most, since even the
most liberal of reporters
will admit that we cannot
govern ouselves well unless
we have reliable information upon which to base our
daily social, political and
moral decisions. And it is
the height of arrogance for
the journalist to assume the
legitmate 'right' to lie to us
for our own good. But
there is harm done not only
to the soul of journalism
generally, but to the soul of
the journalist himself. For
a man (or a woman) given
over to deception as a way
of life is a person truly to be
pitied, and most assuredly
to be prayed for by those of
us who know better.
This deterioration in
journalism - and journalists- is clearly the underlying issue in the Food Lion
story. As New Republic
journalist William Powers
writes:
One careful look at the
ubiquitous magazine shows
is all one needs to see why
there are so many of these
lawsuits, and whyjuries are
coming down against the
newsgatherers. The news
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standards of these shows
and the ethical standards
that guide them as they
gather that news (which is
what the Food Lion case
was about) are often terribly low. And... they are getting lower (p. 14).
He goes on to point out
that unlike newspapers, the

messengers. How to do
that is somewhat outside
the purview of this piece.
But this much is sure: the
first step toward reform is
taken when journalists
themselves begin policing
themselves. In the Food
Lion case, a single, burning
question remains to be an-

As journalism and our culture
venture down darker and darker
paths, we are sobered by the
prospect ofan increasingly
existential press corp.

news mag shows have to
constantly consider the bottom line to stay in business,
and the easiest way to stay
above that line is to use "the
sexy stuff' of backroom
shenanigans (p. 16). Thus
many critics agree that the
other real issue here is the
desire for television news to
paint their stories in "broad,
sensational strokes" in orderto ensure ratings (p. 17).
THE REAL ANSWERS
As journalism and our
culture venture down
darker and darker paths, we
are sobered by the prospect
of an increasingly existential press corp that by all
evidence seems impervious
to its own perilousness. If
we wish to save journalism
- for truly it needs saving
-we must find ways to get
God's message into the

swered, if we are to be able
to go on from here to better
journalistic places. As
McArdle concludes his
commentary, he poses it
well for us all: "Does the
First Amendment allow
tabloid 'journalists' in the
course of doing a hatchet
job, to break laws against
trespassing and fraud that
everyone else must keep!"
(p. 60).
In May 1987, ABC
Nightline 's Ted Koppel
told the graduating class at
Duke University that we
must again attend to what
the Scriptures call The Ten
Commandments. Wisely,
Koppel pointed out that
they were not "The Ten
Suggestions." Heeding his
advice, I conclude by offering a few absolute commands
from
the
Commander-in- Chief
which would, if obeyed,

take us several giant steps
away from our cultural and
journalistic abyss. Please
look carefully, and consider
each one with the Food
Lion case clearly in mind.
First, "Thou shalt have
no other gods before
me" says Almighty God
(Exod. 20:3). No bottom
lines . No journalism
awards. No promotions.
First God, then maybe the
others. Second, "Thou
shalt not steal (Exod.
20: 15). This means no plagiarism. No stolen documents or credentials. And
no stealing a man's or a
company's good name by
your own selfish desire to
have something for yourself.
The third merits special
consideration: "Thou shalt
not bear false witness
against thy neighbor
(Exod. 20:16). Matthew
Henry writes that this command prohibits:
Speaking falsely in any
matter, lying, equivocating,
and any devising and designing to deceive our
neighbor .. . Speaking unjustly against our neighbor,
to the prejudice ofhis reputation ... Bearing false witness against him, laying to
his charge things that he
knows not, slandering,
backbiting, tale-bearing,
aggravating what is done
amiss and making it worse
than it is, and any way endeavoring to raise our own
reputation upon the ruin of
our neighbor's (The Matthew Henry Study Bible,
1994, p. 174). Especially
good for journalists caught
up in court proceedings, is
the command found in Exodus 23:1. "Thou sbalt not
raise a false report. "
It's really that simple,
this ancient.wisdom from
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the Ancient of Days. Taken
together journalists are instructed by God to tell the
troth in a truthful way. That
means a story must be truthful with regard to its content. It must be truthful
with regard to its method of
news gathering. And it
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must be truthful with regard
to its manner of presentation. If these elements are
present in the story, it shall
have the effect of bringing
life and liberty to our increasingly lifeless and ethically moribund culture (cf.
John 8:32; John 14:6).

CONCLUSION
In sum, a journalism
which recognizes God and
His principles as Sovereign
- and not Nellie Bly, as
some would have us believe
(Clarence Page, "Food
Lion Verdict May Put Un-

dercover Journalism 6 Feet
Under," The Virginian-Pilot, Feb. 3, 1997, All) - is
our best and only real hope
if we are to rescue America
from the twin cultures of
deception and sensation
which are tearing it to
pieces. ~

The Revolution that
Never Was
D
by C. Bradley
Thompson,
Assistant
Professor of
Political
Science and
History and
Director of
Publications,
JohnM
Ashbrook
Center for
Public Affairs,
Ashland
University,
Ashland, Ohio.

uring his retirement
years, John Adams
was fond of saying that the
war for independence did
not constitute the true
American Revolution. The
war, he said, was only a consequence. The real revolution began 15 years before a
shot was ever fired as an
intellectual and moral revolution in the minds and
hearts of the people.
The very same can be
said of the Civil War and the
New Deal. Each in its own
way was a political revolution, but each was a consequence of a more
fundamental revolution in
the moral sentiments of the
American people.
Abraham Lincoln's election to the presidency in
1860 would not have been
possible had northern abolitionists not dedicated their
lives, their fortunes and
their sacred honor to educating the American people
about the evil of slavery.
Moral suasion, they argued,
was the first and most important step in preparing the
American people for the po-

litical action that would ultimately be necessary to free
the slaves.
Likewise, the 1932 election of FDR and the implementation of the New Deal
were only a consequence of
a more profound intellectual revolution that had
been taking place in American universities and schools
during the preceding thirty
or forty years. "Progressive" intellectuals like John
Dewey openly challenged
the pr.lllciples of the Declaration of Independence.
They attacked systematically, and without opposition, the very idea of natural
rights and the principles of
limited constitutional government.
But what of 1994? Did
the congressional election
of 1994 represent a real
revolution in American political life? In the light of
Adams's definition, how
should we evaluate the socalled " Gingrich Revolution"?
At the very least, it
seemed as though a major
political realignment was

underway. For the first time
in several decades, Republicans controlled both houses
of Congress.
As the old standard-bearers of the Democratic political establishment were sent
home, the Republican freshmen rode into Washington
waving their "Contract
With America." They proclaimed as their mission a
new political movement
that would end decades of
liberal economic and social
policy. Taxes and spending
would be cut, the budget
balanced, and welfare reformed. As with all true
revolutions, it also seemed
that a new form of political
rhetoric would redefine the
political landscape. For the
first time in sixty years Republicans were calling
Democrats what they really
are: socialists.
To many, all this really
did seem like a revolution.
In the months after the election, the left-liberal political
establishment and its apparatchik among the cultural
elite stood aghast and paralyzed. Even the Republi-
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cans seemed surprised by
what had happened. During these halcyon days, it
did seem like something
truly momentous, even
revolutionary, had occurred.
Within eighteen months,
however, the Republican
house of cards had collapsed. Having regained
their confidence, President
Clinton, congressional
Democrats and their friends
in the media launched a political and rhetorical counteroffensive. The results
were as successful as they
were fast in coming.
Day in and day out, Clinton, Dick Gephardt and the
media repeated a now familiar mantra: "Gingrich
and the freshmen want to
cut your medicare, they
want to slash your social security and they want to take
away school lunches from
your children." Gingrich
and the freshmen, they said,
were "coldhearted," "unfair," "meanspirited," and
"heartless." Newt was the
Grinch who stole our collective Christmas. Republicans were trying to
resurrect the "selfishness"
associated with Reagan's
"decade of greed." If this
went any further, they
warned, children would be
starving in the streets -literally!
Worst of all, Newt's
revolutionaries were labelled as "extremists," as
far right-wing radicals outside the mainstream of the
American political tradition. After the Oklahoma
City bombing, Democrats
subtly and successfully associated Gingrich, Rush
Limbaugh, and the GOP
freshman with Tim
Me Veigh and the militia
movement.
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The implication was
clear: elements within the
GOP supported terrorism,
racism, and anti-democratic behavior. On more
than one occasion, Democrats and the media suggested
that
some
Republicans were flirting
with fascism.
As if the lie weren't
enough, the most disgraceful role played in the battle
over the control of political
rhetoric in America was the

was bound to turn up sooner
or later.
The Democratic blitzkrieg was a smashing success. Republican ramparts
collapsed almost immediately and the white flag of
surrender was raised. General Newt fled the battlefield and has been hiding in
his bunker ever since. Most
of the remaining soldiers
capitulated and walked
over to the other side.
Not to be outdone by

The Denwcratic blitzkrieg was a
smashing success. Republican
ratnparts collapsed alnwst
immediately and the white flag
ofsu"ender was raised
complete and utter silence
of the GOP and conservative intellectuals. Never
once did a Republican stand
up and demand that the
Democrats and the media
define what exactly they
meant by "extremism."
Never once did conservative intellectuals demand
that "far right-wing" be defined by the President.
Whatever political high
ground Republicans might
have claimed in 1994 was
now lost to the moral certitudes and rhetorical hyperventilation
of
the
Democratic leadership.
On the other side, Clinton and the Democrats
played the moral card and
trumped. Playing off his "I
feel your pain" line in the
1992 Presidential debate,
Bill Clinton became the
compassion President .
Wherever there was a funeral, a disaster or sick
child, a tearful Bill Clinton

Clinton and the Democrats,
Republicans, like the Tinman in the Wizard of OZ,
went looking for a heart.
Soon, they too, felt our
pain. Republicans began to
compete with the Democrats to appear "compassionate." GOP moral
appeasement was best
summed-up 1ll a Time
magazine headline: "Compassion is Back" it said, referring to the Republicans
new-found moral compass.
Almost immediately Republicans attempted to explain what they were really
trying to do. This was not a
revolution, they said; it was
a movement to fix a broken
system. "Government had
grown too big and too inefficient," they complained.
Not only would they save
medicare, medicaid, and
social security, they were
actually going to expand
them.
According to Robert

James Bidinotto, social
spending under the GOP's
five-year budget proposal
would have actually increased from $842 billion
to $1.03 trillion. The "bigspending" liberal Democrats, on the other hand,
proposed a budget of
$1.096 trillion. The debate
between Republicans and
Democrats, conservatives
and liberals during this last
year was not over agreed
upon ends, but only over the
means to those ends.
To prove their point, ordinary Republicans and the
party establishment elected
a new general at their National Convention to lead
the party and the nation.
Bob Dole, once known
among his own ranks as a
"tax collector for the welfare state," represented the
ultimate capitulation of the
Republican Party to the philosophy of the New Deal.
A long-time and consistent proponent of big government, Dole built his
career on a legislative record that included expandmg the food stamp
program, saving Social Security, supporting tax increases, raising the
minimum wage, expanding
government regulation of
the environment, and advocating the Americans with
Disabilities Act. Time and
again Dole promised on the
campaign trail not to cut the
welfare "safety net." A man
of "compassion," he promised to not cut Social Security or Medicare. How
could he cut social security
when, after all, he'd promised his own mother that he
never would.
Our original question
bears repeating : Did the
congressional election of
1994 represent a real revo-
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lution in American political
life?
To be a revolution in the
sense in which I and Adams
use the term would have required that four preconditions be met. First, the
explicit purpose of the
"Gingrich Revolution"
would have had to denounce the New Deal, the
Fair Deal, the Great Society, the New Frontier and
much of the legislation
passed during the Reagan
and Bush administrations.
Second, Gingrich and the
freshmen class would have
actually had to believe in
what they were doing .
Third, and most importantly, a moral revolution in
the minds of the people
would have been an absolutely necessary precondition. And finally, the
election results of 1994
would have to be duplicated time and again over
the course of several decades.
Sadly, the congressional
elections of 1994 did not
represent the fourth revolution in American politics.
In fact, it represented the
last great act of the New
Deal. Not one of the first
three pre-conditions necessary for a real revolution
was met, thereby making
the fourth irrelevant.
In the weeks since the
'96 Presidential and congressional elections, the
Republican leadership has
been falling over itself with
promises to the American
people that the next Congress will be more "practical" and "pragmatic." It
will be grounded, says Gingrich, in "consensus building" and "bipartisanship."
Gingrich and the Republican freshmen never
denounced the aims and
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purposes of the New Deal.
In fact, Gingrich (not to
mention Ronald Reagan)
said on many occasions that
he supported the objectives
of the New Deal, that he
wasn't trying to dismantle
but only to fix it. Sure, the
Republicans were going to
cut welfare but only back to
a pre-Great Society level.
The moment they met opposition, however, they all
ran for cover.

morns wanted the F arnily
Leave Bill continued and
expanded, the middle-class
wanted college loans for
their children, big business
wanted their subsidies and,
most of all, Americans
didn't want the government
shutdown.
What would a real revolution have entailed? First,
it would have required that
Gingrich and his new
model army openly and

In the end, however, it was the
American people themselves
who resisted revolution and
nwst wanted to defend the
status quo.
Not only did Republicans not disavow the New
Deal, they couldn't even
stand up and defend what it
was they were actually trying to do. The GOP, supposedly the party of family
values and the traditional
American way of life,
could not make a principled
argument against the moral
claims of liberal Democrats. How could they,
when they shared the same
moral foundation?
In the end, however, it
was the American people
themselves who resisted
revolution and most
wanted to defend the status
quo. It was the American
people, and the white middle-class in particular, who
started to think twice about
the aims and objectives of
the Republican Congress.
Senior citizens didn't want
their social security cut or
medicare coverage reduced, the so-called soccer

publicly denounce the New
Deal with the promise that
American government
would be returned to its
pre-1932 state. More importantly, it would have required that the new
revolutionaries defend not
only on political but on
moral grounds, and without guilt, the eventual
elimination of the welfare
state.
The Republican leadership would have had to say
on television night after
night that welfare is immoral, that it is fundamentally unjust to redistribute
wealth from one person to
another and that no individual has a moral claim to one
cent of another person's
property. In other words,
they would have had to resurrect America's original
founding principles: the
philosophy of the Declaration of Independence and

the politics of the Constitution.
But that in and of itself
would not have been
enough. The American
people would have had to
support and applaud such a
position. That would have
been the real revolution. A
revolution after all must be
a moral revolution that affects the minds and hearts
of the people. Instead, they
cravenly protected their
middle-class entitlements.
In the end, the great
question that we must answer is why Republican
politicians and a majority
of the American people are
not willing to give up the
nanny state?
In part, the answer is
simple: the American people are addicted to government handouts. Like drug
addicts, even those who
want to "go clean", they
fear life without government assistance. Generation X demands college
loans, the thirty -something
crowd demands free child
care, and the seniors demand old-age pensions and
free health care. Across the
board, Americans have lost
all confidence in their ability to govern themselves.
No less important, Republican politicians are too
timid, too cowardly and too
guilt-ridden to tell the
American people that welfare is immoral.
More invidiously,
though, it would appear
that a majority of Americans actually believe in the
morality of the welfare
state. Most Americans believe that the needy, the
suffering, and the poor
should be taken care of by
the government which, of
course, means by you and
me. The poor have a moral
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right to welfare and we
have a moral obligation to
serve their needs. Would
Newt Gingrich ever deny
such a moral claim?
Do I blame the American voter? Yes, in part.
We're not talking about
children; we're talking
about adults who have
more than enough capacity
to discern moral alternatives.
The central villains in
all this, though, are the
members of the left-liberal
political and cultural elite
who shape the substance
and rhetoric of our political
discourse. Standing behind and directing the war
against America are the
college professors who
produce year after year
hundreds of thousands of
teachers, lawyers, social
workers, journalists, and,
in the end, voting Americans. It simply goes without saying that in the
lecture halls of our best universities and seminaries
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limited government, capitalism and individualism
are denounced as immoral
and the bureaucratic regulatory-welfare state is pronounced as morally good.
There will never be a
genuine political revolution in this country until
there is a moral revolution.
That means that the American people must be willing
to renounce the ethics of
altruism that is, the moral
philosophy that requires
from you a moral obligation to support the less fortunate whether you want to
or not. And yet this is precisely the moral principle
that Republicans and conservative intellectuals
seem unwilling to renounce.
In fact, they seem more
frightened by the idea of
having to defend the true
principles of the American
Revolution than in attacking altruism. Republicans
are constitutionally incapable of defending the notion

that individuals have an inalienable right to their own
lives which means, that
each and every individual
owns his or her own life
and all the fruits of one's
labor.
In any political battle
between two camps that
share the same moral principle, it will always be the
more consistent advocate
who wins. Until Americans stop feeling guilty
about redistributing wealth
and eliminating the handouts given to the "needy,"
socialist ideology will continueto govern America regardless of which party is
in power. Nor should we
rely on the realm of politics
for genuine change. We
must reject the concretebound, range-of-the-moment mentality offered by
Republican politicians and
their academic cheerleaders for quick-fix political
solutions. Unfortunately,
conservative intellectuals
don't seem to understand

that politics is an effect and
not a cause
In the end, what is most
needed in America is an intellectual revolution, a
revolution in the minds and
hearts of the American
people. That will not happen as a consequence of political victories. Indeed,
it's the other way around.
Therewillneverbe a political revolution in this country until there has been a
moral revolution and that
will not happen until there
has been an intellectual
revolution in our universities. ~
Reprinted with permission of John M. Ashbrook
Center for Public Affairs,
Ashland University, Ashland Ohio 448055-3799.
This article first appeared
in On Principle, a bimonthly publication of the
Center, C. Bradley
Thompson, Editor.

HYPOCRISY
O

n January 16, 1997,
two bomb blasts
rocked an Atlanta building
housing an abortion clinic.
Immediately, President
Clinton "condemned the

bombings as a 'vile and malevolent act'":
Make no mistake: Anyone who brings violence
against a woman trying to
exercise her constitutional
rights is committing an act

ofterror. The Washington
Times Al (Jan. 17, 1997).
Six days later - on the
anniversary of Roe v. Wade,
"a very small explosion"
occurred "down the street
from a Planned Parenthood
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clinic." Swiftly, Rosann
Wisman, president of Metropolitan Washington's
Planned Parenthood denoooced the act:
To be constantly having
to deal with the potential of
violence and, today, the reality of violence - it is very
disturbing. The WashingtonPostAl (Jan. 23, 1997).
On the same day, Vice
President Al Gore,
"brought [a] crowd of several hundred abortionrights activists to its feet
when he shouted":
Let there be no doubt we
will find the terrorists who
committed these horrible
acts ofthe last week and we
will punish you to the fullest
extent of the law! We will
not let you terrorize America's women! We will not
let you debase our Constitution! ... We will find you!
The Washington Post A14
(Jan. 23, 1997).
Talk about hypocrisy!
flow dare these promoters
of violence and terror upon
innocent babes in their
mother's wombs denoooce
violence and terror! As Je-
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sus put it so well:
Thou hypocrite, first
cast out the beam of thine
own eye; and then shalt
thou see clearly to cast out
the mote out of the
brother's eye. Matthew
7:5.
What accooots for such
hypocrisy? flow can intelligent people be so myopic?
Again, Jesus gives us the
answer:
Beware ye of the leaven
of the Pharisees, which is
hypocrisy. Luke 12:1.
What was that leaven?
It was the rejection of the
revelation of God, thereby
substituting man's reason
for God ' s wisdom. For as
Jesus observed, the Pharisees (along with the Sadducees) were "hypocrites"
because they could "discern
the face of the sky ... but not
the signs of the times."
Matthew 16:3.
And so it is with Clinton,
Gore and their abortionabetting friends. They have
forgotten that the violence
and terror that they visit
upon the innocent will, by
the immutable laws of God,

come back upon their own
heads.
As the Apostle Paul
wrote:
Be not deceived; God is
not mocked: for whatsoever
a man soweth, that shall he
reap. For he that soweth to
his flesh shall of the flesh
reap corruption.. .. Galatians 5:7-8b.
At one time both Clinton
and Gore professed to be
pro-life. In 1986, Clinton
wrote to Arkansas Right to
Life: "I am opposed to
abortion and to government
funding of abortion."
Quoted in Human Events 3
(Jan. 24, 1997)
In 1983, Gore wrote
even more forcefully:
.. .! have strongly opposed federal funding of
abortions ... [I]t is wrong to
spend federal funds for
what is arguably the taking
of a human life ... Let me
assure you that I share your
belief that innocent human
life must be protected.
Quoted inid. at 3.
What happened? For
political gain, Clinton,
Gore and others (notably

among whom is Jesse Jackson) sold out. Such sellouts are the epitome of
hypocrisy . People like
these do not escape the
watchful eye of the Lord:
Woe unto you, scribes
and Pharisees, hypocrites!
because ye build the tombs
of the prophets, and garnish the sepulchers of the
righteous, and say, If we
had been in the days of our
fathers, we would not have
been partakers with them in
the blood of the prophets.
Wherefore ye be witnesses
unto yourselves, that ye are
the children of them which
killed the prophets. Matthew 23:29-31.
While it appears nowadays that hypocrisy pays,
Jesus has forewarned those
who fear men and not God:
Be not afraid of them
that kill the body, and after
that have no more that they
can do ... Fear him, which
after he hath killed hath
power to cast into hell; yea,
I say unto you, Fear him.
Luke 12:4-5. ~

Tax Tyranny
by Marilyn Titus

I

t's that time again.
Last year I learned my
lesson. To try to avoid the
time tyranny of taxes, I went
to the Federal Building in

December to pick up the
1995 forms I would need in
January. To my dismay all
they had were the old 1994
forms. They explained that
the new forms weren't in
yet. I would have to come
back sometime in January.

So, this year I tried a little
smarter. I mailed off a tax
forms request to the state
distribution center in Richmond, Virginia. It would
save me the 50 mile round
trip to our local Federal
Building in Norfolk. Bear
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in mind that I needed ple if they can't even get the to help the taxpayer. They
1099's. These are reports form!
make forms available to you
that I am required by law to
- - -- - - - - -- - ' -- - - -- - - - - -- !
mail by January 31.
Finally, on February 1, I
received my long-awaited
envelope. It was very light.
I walked down my long
driveway wondering why it
was so thin and lightweight.
Entering my back door, I
eagerly put down the rest of
the mail to open the large
brown envelope.
No
1099's! Next to an asterisk
was written, "The items below are not included in this
shipment". Listed were 13
of the 15 forms that I had
ordered. The only 2 forms
enclosed were items I
thought I needed to have in
my file for future reference.
None of the forms I needed
for January were enclosed
and even if they would have
been, I couldn't possibly
have met the legal deadline.
Having become a little
more aware of the nature of
this monster, I sought a
backup. I had made the 50
mile round trip in January to
Norfolk and got the 1099's
I needed so that I had, indeed, already met the deadline. I'm sure I must have
spared at least 30 of my
brown hairs from turning
gray or falling out.
During my visit to the
Federal Building, I had also
picked up all of the other
forms I needed. That is, I
picked up all that were
available at the time. There
was, however, one particular form that was "out of
stock" (along with a few
others).
The 8829 is a relatively
new form to complicate the
reporting of the use of your
home for business. It sufficiently discourages many
----------.----------~
people from rightfully takNow, the IRS is really through a multiple of access
ing their legal deduction. It
good-- they really try points. You can call and get
very
especially discourages peo-
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a busy signal. You can mail
order and receive a notice
that the forms you need are
"not included". You may
even have the U.S. Postal
Service deliver this to you a
day after the deadline. You
may go to some libraries
and not find what you need
because they only have the
more basic forms . You can
go the " local" Federal
Building but they may be
"out of stock". And, you
can use your fax (if you
have one) or your computer
(if you have one).
Great! I'm not very
good on computer know how but a fax machine is
easy! Smart thinking! I decided I would be even
smarter, I would try on a
Sunday afternoon so I
wouldn't get busy signals.
Mter all, it seemed to be
computer-operated so it
should work around the
clock.
Confidently, I went to
my fax machine. I dialed.
Sure enough, I got through.
The canned message told
me what I could get and to
punch 2 to continue. I
punched 2 . The next
canned message told me
what I could get and to
punch 2 to continue. I
punched 2 again. The next
canned message told me
what I could get and to
punch 2 to continue. By
now I guessed that I must be
missing something and the
only other option given me
was to punch 1, so I
punched 1. It hung up on
me.
Oh well, that was Sunday . Maybe it just doesn't
work on Sunday and I'm
going to have to try on
Monday during business
hours after all.
So, I did.
At 9:55 AM, Monday
morning I dialed. Busy. I
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dialed. Busy. I dialed.
Busy ..............
At 10 :05 AM I got
through and asked my husband to listen to the message in case I had not heard
something right the day before. I watched. He
punched 2. He listened
very carefully. He punched
2 again. He listened very
carefully. He punched 2
again. He listened very
carefully. He punched 1.
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He grimmaced and hung
up. "It doesn't work," he
said and walked away from
the fax machine.
Determined, I dialed
again. Busy. I dialed
again. Busy. I dialed again.
Busy...... .... .... I wondered
how many people were
punching 2. At 10:15 AM I
got through. I listened carefully. I punched 2. I got the
same identical message I
had just heard so I tried an

option not given: I punched
3. I got the same identical
message. I punched 4. I
got the same identical message. I punched 5. It hung
up on me.
I guess I will be making
the 50 mile round trip to the
Federal Building again. I
wonder how much money
the Federal government
gets from the gasoline tax I
pay to keep going to the
Federal Building? I sure

hope they have the 8829
form available this time.
We have a22X24room
in our house that is used full
time, exclusively for a business office, permits and all.
I would hate to have to send
in our tax reports without
that deduction. A few more
trips to the Federal Building
might just cost so much in
gas and time that who
knows - I may fall to the
tryanny of it all. ~

Desolate
by Marilyn Titus
Evil shall slay the
wicked: and they that hate
the righteous shall be desolate. (Psalm 34: 21-22)

T

he man was bitter. He
lived in partial seclusion. Only young boys frequented his home.
Outside was the evidence
of conflict. On his side was
a tall hedge. Trimmed
down the middle, along the
property line, was the short
half. His backyard had both
a dilapidated wooden fence
and strung wires, hidden
mostly by the tall weeds and
vmes.
Inside it was dark. A box

of pornographic magazines
sat in the living room. The
attic held even more.
His red carpet was
burned by candles. Mirrors
on the walls surrounded the
room. The heavy red and
black drapes kept the light
out.
Everywhere was evidence of a sinful life, a tragic
life, a desolate life.
Nowhere on television,
in the newspapers, in the
magazines or even from the
pulpits of America do I see
or hear of this. Homosexuals are shown either as
happy, "loving" men with
"normal" lives or as pitiful
victims of AIDS deserving
our care, our money and our
safe havens.

And turning the cities of
Sodom and Gomorrah into
ashes condemned them with
an overthrow, making them
an ensample unto those that
after live ungodly; and delivered just Lot, vexed with
the filthy conversation ofthe
wicked: (II Peter 2: 6-7)
A sword is upon the
Chaldeans, saith the Lord,
and upon the inhabitants of
Babylon, and upon her
princes, and upon her wise
men. A sword is upon the
liars; and they shall dote: a
sword is upon her mighty
men; and they shall be dismayed. A sword is upon
their horses, and upon their
chariots, and upon all the
mingled people that are in
the midst of her; and they
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shall become as women: a
sword is upon her treasures; and they shall be
robbed. A drought is upon
her waters; and they shall
be dried up: for it is the
land ofgraven images, and
they are mad upon their
idols.
Therefore the wild
beasts ofthe desert with the
wild beasts of the islands
shall dwell there, and the
owls shall dwell therein:
and it shall be no more inhabited for ever; neither
shall it be dwelt in from
generation to generation.
As God overthrew
Sodom and Gomorrah and
the neighbour cities
thereof, saith the Lord; so
shall no man abide there,
neither shall any son ofman
dwell therein.
The king of Babylon
hath heard the report of
them, and his hands waxed
feeble: anguish took hold
of him, and pangs as of a
woman in travail.
Behold, he shall come up
like a lion from the swelling
of Jordan unto the habitation ofthe strong: but I will
make them suddenly run
away from her: and who is
a chosen man, that I may
appoint over her? for who
is like me? and who will
appoint me the time? and
who is that shepherd that
will stand before me?
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Therefore hear ye the
counsel of the Lord, that he
hath taken against Babylon; and his purposes, that
he hath purposed against
the land of the Chaldeans:
Surely the least of the flock
shall draw them out: surely
he shall make their habita-

and Gomorrah is an example, given by the Lord,
"unto those that after live
ungodly."
And, the people of
Babylon ignored the warning. So the land of Babylon, also, became a
desolation.

And, the people of
Babylon ignored the
warning. So the land
ofBabylon, also,
became a desolation.
lion desolate with them.
At the noise ofthe taking
of Babylon the earth is
moved, and the cry is heard
among the nations.
And Babylon shall become heaps, a dwellingplace for dragons, an
astonishment, and an hissing, without an inhabitant.
Her cities are a desolation, a dry land, and a wilderness, a land wherein no
man dwelleth, neither doth
any son of man pass
thereby. (Jeremiah 50: 3540, 43-46; 51: 37, 43)

And, so we read, Sodom

But, here we are in this
rich and powerful United
States where the lawless
evil-doer is spreading himself like a native green tree.
In fact, he is changing the
laws to reward evil and
punish good. He is strong
and getting stronger. It is
the pastors, our shepherds,
who are getting weak and
fearful.
What is it that the pastors
fear? What is it that we
fear? Will we, like Babylon, ignore the warning of
Sodom and Gomorrah?
Will we become desolate?
Will this land become deso-

late? Are we the endangered species while the
wild beasts and the owls
will flourish? Or, will we
fear the Lord more than
men? Will we speak righteousness, stand for righteousness and pursue
righteousness?
The mouth of the righteous speaketh wisdom, and
his tongue talketh of judgment. The law ofhis God is
in his heart; none of his
steps shall slide.
The wickedwatcheth the
righteous, and seeketh to
slay him.
The Lord will not leave
him in his hand, nor condemn him when he is
judged. Wail on the Lord,
and keep his way, and he
shall exalt thee to inherit
the land: when the wicked
are cut off, thou shalt see it.
(Psalm 37: 30-34)
The Lord bringeth the
counsel of the heathen to
naught: he maketh the devices of the people of none
effect. The counsel of the
Lord standeth for ever, the
thoughts of his heart to all
generations.
Blessed is the nation
whose God is the Lord; and
the people whom he hath
chosen for his own inheritance. (Psalm 33: 10-12)
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